 1. Know, in your Heart, that this is your calling…to be a Professional working Actor –
NOT a Movie Star!

 2. Stay focused on your quest; never let anything, anyone and most importantly; never
let YOU interfere with your Quest.
 3. Keep yourself on top of the day to day business of being an Actor
A. Always use your day to enhance your Goal: Get New Photos, update your resume, work out at the gym,
keep yourself groomed and NEVER get caught by the LOST SOULS who consider DRUGS the Pathway to
success…they are the LOOSERS of the Acting Breed!

 4. Call your Agent if you have one, if you don’t have one, Find one.
A. Let the Agent know what you are doing, and you better be doing something constructive and positive for
your career…IF NOT…forget about calling Agent.

 5. Find an Acting Class: Read about several Classes, Audit the ones you like, look for a
Class that is truly training you to be a skilled Professional and NOT a Class full of fun and
games, AND GUYS & GIRLS. Always keep your Quest ahead of YOU and when you find
the Class you resonate with most; Study, Study, Study to be the BEST you can be.

 6. Forget about the Hang Outs…and the Losers, who will tell you just how great they
are, what they are doing, in spite of the fact that all they do, day in and day out, is sit
their buts on a stool ….Talking and not PRODUCING or Moving forward.
 7. Look the Part…that is keep yourself fit, NOT MUSLE MANIA, Gold’s Gym takes care of
that, but looking Good, not cocky, not, Hey look at me the Stud of Hollywood…Your
Dead meat if you do anything like that. Just Look good, focused and on top of your
Game and what is going on in the business.
 8. Do some Theater, find a good group to work with...What I would do is go to NYC,
when you can or are driven to go, and get involved in Theater. NYC Theater is where
everyone goes when they go to NYC, and it is one of the main reasons they go to NYC.
They go to see the New Plays and the Actors in each show…And maybe, the Next
Brando!
 9. Lastly, Believe in yourself, and when it gets rough, and it does...sometimes A LOT…
stay strong and keep focused toward you Goal.
 10. As a friend of mine, the great Joseph Campbell often said “Follow Your Bliss”. I
welcome that advice and keep it in my pocket wherever I go…FOLLOW YOUR BLISS! …
What is your BLISS? Want to be a Star or someone universally considered to be A GREAT
ARTIST AND AN UNCOMPROMISING ACTOR, like Denial Day-Lewis, three times Oscar
Winner as BEST ACTOR. Now take what you will, and ALWAYS follow your Bliss AND,
NEVER GIVE UP, NEVER!!!

